I. Call to Order. Quorum reached at ~9:40. K. Kruczek ran the meeting.

I. New Business

a) BS Earth Science – Concentration, General Earth Science

Concentration was mistakenly removed in a prior catalog. Proposed here. Needs clarification as it currently adds to 122 required credits. Motion to approve pending clarification passed. 14-0

II. Ongoing Business

a) IDS course definition discussion continues:

2 motions coming forward:

Motion to change the course designator for non-IDS-major specific IDS courses to MDC (multidisciplinary course). Motioned by K. Kruczek, seconded by M. Barboza, motion passed, 16-0

Process for MDC course – who looks before NMC?

Discussion ensued as to further define what an MDC course is (as opposed to a cross-list or course within the discipline). Working on language of this definition and decision-rules as to what qualifies as an MDC course, and a plan for the approval flow and guidelines for departmental "control" in terms of scheduling.

II. Meeting adjourned 10:50 pm